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The worm *Caenorhabditis elegans* is a well-studied model organism in numerous aspects of its biology. This small free living nematode has less than 1,000 cells, but shows clear conservation in both signaling and behavior to mammals in aspects of appetite control. This is of importance to humans, where failure of appetite control is a major factor in the unprecedented obesity epidemic that we see today.

In general, worm behavior reflects its internal nutritional state and the availability and quality of food. Specifically, worms show a behavioral state that mimics aspects of the mammalian behavioral satiety sequence, which has been termed satiety quiescence. We have used locomotion tracking and Hidden Markov Model analysis to identify worm behavioral state over time, finding quiescence along with the established worm locomotive behaviors roaming and dwelling. Using this analysis as well as more conventional cell biology and genetic approaches we have further investigated satiety signaling pathways. We have found that the neuron ASI is a major center of integration of signals regarding the internal nutritional state of the worms as well as the nutritional content of its environment. Our results show that cGMP causes levels of the TGFβ ligand to be increased in fasted worms, which is then released and binds to its receptor on the RIM and RIC neurons. This signaling connects nutritional state to behavioral response, promoting the sleep-like behavioral state satiety quiescence. Additionally, we have begun a candidate approach examining several other groups of signaling molecules for potential roles in satiety quiescence signaling including cannabinoids, multidrug resistance proteins, and neuropeptides. The result of this investigation is a better understanding of mechanisms of
satiety quiescence signaling as well as a new tool that provides highly quantitative, unbiased, and automated data to aid in our ongoing work.
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Regulation of Satiety Quiescence: cyclic GMP, TGF beta, and the ASI Neuron

1. Background

1.1 The Epidemic of Obesity

Energy homeostasis, the balance between food intake and metabolic activity, is an essential function for any organism. Through selective pressure, animals have adapted mechanisms to survive in times of food surplus and scarcity. In our current environment, we no longer find ourselves in a dynamic state of energy supply and demand; food is constantly available and our lifestyle has become increasingly sedentary, which has led to an epidemic of obesity with one third of the United States population diagnosed as clinically obese (1,2). Obesity leads to numerous secondary health problems including heart disease, diabetes, high blood pressure, liver disease, and cancer, reducing quality of life as well as placing a significant burden on the healthcare system (3). Understanding of the causes of obesity will allow for new and more effective approaches to treat the underlying problem of obesity rather than the secondary health conditions that arise from it.

While obesity is a result of complex interactions among biology, behavior, and environment, twin, adoption, and other family studies show that there is a heritable component to body mass index (4). Observing obesity trends in the United States suggests that there is a subset of our population that is susceptible to obesity and a subset that is resistant to obesity (4–6). Since the discovery of the leptin gene and its receptor (7,8), investigation of “obesity genes” has opened the research into molecular components of obesity. These genes are molecular components of the physiological system that regulates energy balance matching energy intake to energy expenditure (8). Currently there are 11
genes known to be monogenic causes of obesity (9). Many of these genes are implicated in appetite control, as the loss of function results in excessive energy intake (10). However, single gene mutation accounts for only 5-6% of severe cases of childhood obesity (5).

Much more relevant to the widespread problem of obesity is the complex signaling which regulates the balance of energy intake, storage, mobilization, and expenditure. These genes encode the physiological components of energy regulation where single nucleotide polymorphisms and regulation at the transcriptional, translational, and post-translational levels are likely to lead to predisposition or resistance to obesity. It is desirable to have a complete understanding of the molecular mechanisms of energy metabolism. One of the most significant factors in energy imbalance is the mechanism of appetite control.

1.2 Satiety

Satiety, the sensation of being full that causes the cessation of feeding, is governed in mammals by a complex signaling pathway that originates in the gut, is conveyed by several endocrine signaling pathways, and is integrated in the central nervous system (11,12). This signaling has been found to result in a fixed behavioral sequence where the animal stops eating, grooms itself and explores for a short time, then rests or sleeps in what has been termed the Behavioral Satiety Sequence (13–15). This behavior is widely conserved, having also been observed in birds (16). In mammals, satiety signals from the gut and adiposity-related signals are communicated by endocrine factors which are integrated in the hypothalamus (11,12,17). The hypothalamus has been well established as
a site of appetite control regulation, starting with classical experiments by Hetherington
and Ranson (1940) where food intake could be increased to induce obesity or decreased to
induce starvation depending on which area of the hypothalamus was damaged by
electrolytic lesions (18,19). This points to a major component of appetite control regulation
being signaled neuronally.

Recently, our lab has found a behavior in C. elegans that resembles mammalian
satiety. After being fasted and refed, worms stop moving, stop feeding, and enter a sleep-
like state termed satiety quiescence (20). Like mammalian satiety, satiety quiescence
depends requires high quality food and originates with signals from the gut, and is
conveyed by neuropeptides (20).

Satiety quiescence behavior is regulated by insulin, Transforming Growth Factor
beta (TGFβ), and cyclic Guanosine Monophosphate (cGMP). Insulin is well known to
control food intake in mammals and TGFβ has been linked to the anorexia seen in cancer
patients (21,22). Recently, Valentino et al. (23) showed that mice lacking the uroguanylin
gene, which encodes a ligand for a membrane bound guanylate cyclase that produces
cGMP, have higher food intake and become obese. They found that the uroguanylin-
GUCY2C receptor works as a canonical satiety signaling system: uroguanylin is released
from the gut and binds to GUCY2C in the hypothalamus. Together, the fact that these three
signaling pathways regulate a conserved behavior indicates that there is a strong
evolutionary conservation of the control of food intake in animals, meaning that additional
genes discovered in worms to regulate this behavior have a high likelihood to have
homologs in mammals with conserved functions.
1.3 *Caenorhabditis elegans* as a model organism

Balancing energy demand with a dynamic environment of nutrient availability is a vital task for all organisms. Therefore the mechanisms that underlie the metabolic, physiological, and behavioral processes essential to energy balance are thought to have evolutionarily ancient origins (24,25). The nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* has recently emerged as a leading model for studying energy metabolism (24,26–28), where many molecules and mechanisms of action are conserved but the signaling pathways and neuronal circuitry are much simpler, making them easier to elucidate than mammalian systems.

*C. elegans* are self-fertilizing hermaphrodites (~0.05% become males through a non-disjunction event of the sex chromosome), have 959 somatic cells, including 302 neurons, and have an invariant developmental cell lineage. They grow from an egg to a reproductive adult in ~2.5 days, and produce ~300 progeny. They are easily and cheaply cultivated in large numbers in lab conditions. Importantly, they are very genetically malleable, with transgenic animals created simply by injecting a transgene into the gonad of an adult, and RNA interference accomplished simply by feeding RNAi expressing bacteria to the worms. Combined with the ease of cultivating animals in large numbers, worms are an attractive model organism for forward and reverse genetic screens to uncover new signaling components in a variety of pathways. This has made the worms a powerful genetic system and has allowed for genome wide investigation into the numerous aspects of energy metabolism and resulted in the discovery of many new genes playing key roles in a variety of pathways involved in energy metabolism (24,27).
1.4 Worm behavior and behavioral states

Food is one of the most important determinants of an animal’s behavior. Some of the effects of food are obvious: if there is food, an animal may eat, while if there is no food, or if the food available is poor in quality, it may instead search for new food (see, e.g., Shtonda and Avery (29)). But other effects are complex and depend on the animal’s internal state: how recently it has eaten, the presence of food in the digestive tract, the quantity and nature of stored reserves such as fat or glycogen. Information about nutritional state is communicated within the animal by a complex and only partly understood system of signals, and much of the animal’s computational machinery is devoted to dealing with food and nutrition (30). Better understanding of these signals might help in treating disorders of feeding, nutrition, and energy balance ranging from anorexia to obesity.

*C. elegans* feed by pumping bacteria through the pharynx into a teeth-like structure called the grinder, which is connected to the intestine (31). Food availability and feeding history are two of the most significant factors affecting worm feeding behavior (32–35). Food seeking behavior in worms is modulated by food quality (which we have operationally defined by the ability of the bacteria to support worm growth), which correlates inversely with bacterial size (29).

Despite its simple nervous system, the nematode *C. elegans* has a complex array of signals to control feeding and food-related behavior (28,36,37). Indeed, it is only a small oversimplification to say that in the *C. elegans* hermaphrodite all behavior is food-related, since food and nutritional state affect every behavior that has been tested, often
Locomotive behavior has been studied with particular intensity. Previous workers have described three behavioral states that characterize the locomotive response to food: roaming, dwelling, and quiescence.

When actively feeding, worms alternate between roaming and dwelling (38–40). Roaming worms move swiftly and relatively directly from one place to another, while dwelling worms move slowly and reverse frequently, thus covering little distance. Roaming and dwelling are respectively exploration and exploitation behaviors. Shtonda and Avery (29) and Ben Arous et al. (39) showed that worms roam more on low-quality food and dwell more on high-quality food. An additional behavioral state, quiescence, has recently been identified and characterized as a sleep-like state (20,41,42). We found that worms enter quiescence when they become satiated (20). Together, these studies show that locomotive activity is determined by nutritional status and that nutritional status can regulate switching between behavioral states.

Studying satiety quiescence is problematic because quiescent worms are easily disturbed; quiescent worms wake up after about a minute of observation under conditions where they spend most of their time in quiescence (20,43). While locomotion tracking to identify behavioral state has become more common, a consistent method of identifying behavioral states has not emerged (29,38,39,44). These methods of behavioral state identification parse roaming and dwelling but do not lend themselves to identifying quiescence. Additionally, attempts to identify behavioral state have not been done under conditions where satiety quiescence is enhanced—fasting and refeeding worms on high quality food. One consequence of this limitation is that we know little of the kinetics of
quiescence: do worms cycle in and out of quiescence, and if so, at what rate? Which molecular mechanisms and which neurons and circuits regulate it? To address these deficiencies, we tracked worm locomotion over long periods of time under conditions where satiety quiescence is enhanced and developed a Hidden Markov Model analysis to identify worm behavioral state over time. Subsequent to our publication of this method (45,46), HMM analysis was used by another C. elegans group to identify worm behavioral state (47). However, like previous efforts, this only identifies roaming and dwelling behavior and so the HMM was optimized to a two-state model.

1.5 TGFβ and cGMP signaling in satiety quiescence

cGMP and TGFβ are two of the major signals regulating worm growth and development. Mutations in both pathways affect dauer formation, egg laying, fat storage, and body size (38,48–52). In addition, both pathways are required for satiety quiescence signaling, where we have shown that a gain of function allele of the cyclic GMP dependent protein kinase egl-4 suppresses the quiescence defect of worms with a mutation in the TGFβ ligand daf-7 (20). This places egl-4 downstream of daf-7 in satiety quiescence signaling.

cGMP is a potent signaling molecule that is used across diverse taxa from bacteria to humans (53–55). cGMP is synthesized by guanylyl cyclases and degraded by phosphodiesterases, of which worms have 34 guanylyl cyclases (27 receptor type and seven soluble) and four predicted phosphodiesterases (56,57). In worms, guanylyl
cyclases has been shown to play a role in numerous behaviors in addition to satiety quiescence including olfaction, thermosensation, oxygen sensation, and alkalinity sensation (52,58–61).

There are two well-known targets of cGMP in worms: a cyclic GMP dependent kinase, EGL-4, and a cyclic GMP gated channel formed by a heteromeric complex of TAX-2 and TAX-4 (38,62,63). Worms with mutations in these gene show metabolic phenotypes. tax-2 or tax-4 mutants show defective chemotaxis, thermotaxis, social feeding, and oxygen sensation and egl-4 mutants show large body size, increased fat storage, and altered behavior while all mutants have an increased tendency to enter dauer (38,49,62–66). Additionally, there is a gain-of-function allele of egl-4 in worms that has opposing phenotypes (67).

Importantly, the cGMP-dependent protein kinase has been found to be playing a conserved role in food acquisition and energy homeostasis (68). A natural polymorphism in the gene of this cGMP-dependent protein kinase in Drosophila gives rise to two different phenotypes in food seeking behavior and acquisition (69,70). In mice, a cGMP signaling axis has recently been found to convey satiety signaling in the hypothalamus (23). Additionally, there is evidence that cGMP is playing a conserved role in olfaction and taste in mammals (71–73) and learning and memory in both Drosophila and mammals (74,75).

The canonical TGFβ pathway consists of a ligand binding to type I and type II serine/threonine kinase receptors. Ligand binding causes the receptors to assemble into complexes and activate by phosphorylation. This induces a signaling cascade where Smads
and co-Smads are activated by phosphorylation and translocate to the nucleus to regulate gene transcription. Another class of inhibitory Smads act to antagonize this signaling (76). *C. elegans* have strongly conserved TGFβ signaling with several ligands, two type I receptors, one type II receptor, and many Smads and co-Smads with clear orthologs to *Drosophila* and mammalian genes (77).

Mutations in the TGFβ pathway in *C. elegans* lead to either constitutive dauer formation or defective dauer formation and this phenotype was used to elucidate the pathway by genetic screens and epistatic analysis (78–81). Dauer formation is where worms enter the dauer diapause, life stage where worms stop developing and are able to weather harsh conditions such as high temperature, overcrowding, and low food (82). Laser ablation of the ASI neuron also makes worms become dauer formation constitutive (83,84).

TGFβ can be thought of as a signal to convey that the worm is in a good environment. The TGFβ ligand *daf-7* is highly expressed when the worm has abundant food and expressed at a much lower level when the worm is starved (50). High *daf-7* expression causes worms to undergo the reproductive life cycle while low levels of *daf-7* cause worms to become dauers.

While *egl-4* is widely expressed in neurons, intestine, hypodermis and muscle, *daf-7* is expressed in only the ASI neuron (38,49–51,85). However, its receptors *daf-1* and *daf-4* are widely expressed (86–88). The expression of *daf-7* is dependent on the membrane guanylate cyclase DAF-11, which is expressed in at least five pairs of amphid neurons,
including ASI (64,89). Together, this points to a major intersection of cGMP and TGFβ signaling pathways in the ASI neuron.
2. Results and Discussion

2.1 Roaming, dwelling, and quiescence can be detected by HMM analysis

Motion recording and analysis

To quantify quiescence over relatively long time periods, we developed an automated procedure to monitor worms. Because quiescence is suppressed by the presence of other worms (20), only a single worm was recorded at a time. To avoid mechanical disturbance, we did not mechanically track the worm, but instead placed it on a small spot of food, which did not move during recording. To test whether worms became quiescent under these conditions, we measured their speed of movement over time. We found long periods of inactivity under conditions where quiescence is enhanced, fasting and full refeeding on high quality food (Figure 1A). Worms that are not fasted, fasted and refed on poor quality food, or egl-4(lf) worms fasted and refed on high quality food did not show this inactivity (Figure 1B-D). Additionally, we found that worms in conditions where quiescence is enhanced show a pattern of switching between active and inactive states (Figure 1E). We initially quantified this data by calculating the average speed and the percent of time at which speed was less than 1 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \). Average speed was lower and time at low speed was greater under conditions that promote quiescence (Figure 1F,G). These results suggest that satiety quiescence occurred under our recording conditions, although probably not at the level previously inferred for completely undisturbed animals (20).

We operationally define food quality by its ability to support worm growth. This is generally inversely proportional to bacterium size meaning that large bacteria are poor
Figure 1

A. WT Fasted and Refed High Quality

B. WT Nonfasted High Quality

C. WT Fasted and Refed Poor Quality

D. egl-4 Fasted and Refed High Quality

E. WT Fasted and Refed High Quality

F. Speed (µm s⁻¹)

G. Percent Total Time at Low Speed
Figure 1. Worm locomotion reflects nutritional status.

A. A representative plot of worm speed over time under conditions where satiety quiescence is enhanced after fasting and refeeding wild-type worms on high quality food.

B-D. A representative plot of worm speed over time under conditions where satiety quiescence is impaired with B) wild-type worms nonfasted on high quality food, C) wild-type worms fasted and refed on poor quality food, D) worms with egl-4 loss-of-function mutation fasted and refed on high quality food.

E. A 20 minute timecourse of worm speed after fasting and refeeding on high quality food shows that worms seem to alternate between states of activity (black bar) and inactivity (gray bar). For this simple determination of active and inactive, states were determined subjectively.

F. The mean speed of the worm in each experiment was calculated and the average taken to give the mean speed of worms for each of the four conditions listed above (1A-D). Following Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA ($p < .001$ for both), **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$ by Mann-Whitney $U$-test.
quality food and small bacteria are high quality food. To modulate food quality, we treat the bacteria with aztreonam to inhibit cell wall separation which results in long strands of connected bacteria (Figure 2A, B). This has previously been done to distinguish odor from nutritional signaling effects and has been shown to affect worm behavioral state (39,90).

To prepare the bacteria as poor quality food, we use a shorter incubation time than these previous studies. I verified that worms are still able to ingest bacteria treated this way by using HB101 that expresses mCherry and viewing fluorescence through the gut.

Previous studies (38,39) quantified two characteristics of the worm’s motion: speed and change of direction (referred to as “curvature” by Ben Arous et al. (39) and “turning” by Fujiwara et al.(38)). Change of direction cannot be measured accurately when the worm is moving slowly. To solve this problem, we measured speed, change of speed (tangential acceleration), reversal, and turning (radial acceleration) from each set of three successive points (see Motion characteristics in Methods). To illustrate motion characteristics of roaming, dwelling and quiescence, we show three short movie segments that illustrate typical roaming, dwelling, and quiescence behavior (Figure 3; see Statistically typical tracks in Methods). We found two differences between roaming and dwelling. First, consistent with Fujiwara et al. (38), reversals were much more frequent in dwelling. Second, during dwelling acceleration was correlated with speed. During roaming, in contrast, there was no obvious correlation of speed with acceleration.

Our results showed mostly low radial acceleration during dwelling, which appeared to contradict its previous description as the state with frequent changes in direction. However, after calculating speed and absolute angular change in direction across all our
Figure 2

A

HB101 *E. coli*

B

HB101 *E. coli* treated with aztreonam
Figure 2. Treating bacteria with aztreonam increases bacterium size.

A. Nontreated *E. coli* strain HB101.

B. *E. coli* strain HB101 treated with aztreonam form long strands, increasing its size.
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Figure 3. Motion characteristics of roaming, dwelling, and quiescence.

A-F. Short movie segments illustrating statistically typical roaming (A, B), dwelling (C, D), or quiescence (E, F) (chosen as described under Statistically typical tracks in Methods) were analyzed to determine speed, acceleration, and reversal at each time. The tracks are shown in A, C, and E. Time is indicated by color. Note the difference in scale between A and the other two. The grey ellipses are 1.2 mm long × 0.1 mm wide, about the size of the worm.

B, D, F: Tangential and radial acceleration are plotted on the x and y axes. Speed is indicated by color, with the lowest and highest speeds indicated by purple and red. (Color is normalized within each track, so that, for instance, red points within the dwelling plot represent a lower speed than red points in the roaming track.) Reversal is indicated by filled circles, and nonreversal by empty circles.
tracks, we found that change in direction is almost entirely reversal. “Change in direction” conflates two distinct behaviors, reversal and turning. The large average angles reported previously for dwelling and roaming (39) are because a majority of nonreversals—angles near 0°—are averaged with a substantial minority of reversals—angles near 180° (Figure 4).

To capture the information available in the time course of behavior, we used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Behavioral state cannot be reliably determined by looking at a single point in time. For instance, although a dwelling worm moves most of the time, there are time points at which no detectable movement occurs. By themselves, these cannot be distinguished from quiescence. However, this ambiguity can be resolved by looking at the time course of behavior. A dwelling worm is still only at isolated points in time, while a quiescent worm remains so almost continuously. In HMM analysis the state inferred at one time depends, not just on behavior at that time, but also on states immediately before and after (Figure 5A, B).

We deduced the characteristic behavior of roaming, dwelling, and quiescent worms from records acquired under conditions in which worms have been reported to spend most of their time in just one of these states (see Standard state fits in Methods). Figure 5C shows the result of such a fit to a recording of a well-fed wild-type worm on good food. Although there were brief periods during which behavior was ambiguous (e.g., just before 1000 s, when there is a ~75% probability of dwelling and ~25% of quiescence), at most times one state was identified with close to 100% confidence.
Figure 4. Speed histograms, speed, and direction change for roaming, dwelling, and quiescent worms.

A. 363 tracks were analyzed by open-loop fits to the standard roaming, dwelling, and quiescent state descriptions defined by standard state analysis, then the time points were selected at which one state was assigned with at least 99% probability. At each such point we determined center of mass speed and change in direction. Blue is quiescence, green dwelling, and red roaming. To allow all three distributions to be clearly seen, the plot was cut off at 0.2. The probability of $s < 5 \, \mu m \, s^{-1}$ for quiescence is 0.76.

B-D. For each point classified as described in the legend to A, we determined speed and absolute change in direction of the center of mass. In all states the direction change is concentrated near $0^\circ$ and near $180^\circ$, with a wider spread at low speeds as expected from the difficulty of accurately measuring directions when movements are small. Our motion analysis classifies as reversals those points with a direction change greater than $90^\circ$. 
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**Figure 5. Hidden Markov Model analysis, standard state fits.**

**A, B.** A simplified explanation of how HMM analysis uses both time and behavior to determine state. The plots show a hypothetical record of speed vs time. The bell-shaped green and blue curves at the right of each plot show the probability for a dwelling or a quiescent worm to move at a given speed. The distributions overlap, because while dwelling worms usually move faster than quiescent worms, at some time points they move as little as a quiescent worm. (Although a quiescent worm doesn’t move at all, its measured speed will usually be positive because of small errors in the measurement of its position.) The problem is to determine what state the worm was in at the central time point, where it did not move. Looking at this point alone, one would conclude that the worm was probably quiescent, because the probability for a quiescent worm to move so slowly \((P_Q;\) panel B) is much higher than the probability that a dwelling worm will do so \((P_D;\) panel A). However, the behavior of the worm immediately before and immediately after is inconsistent with quiescence. Therefore, if the worm is quiescent at the central time point, it must have switched from dwelling to quiescence immediately before and must switch back immediately after. The probability that the worm is quiescent is therefore \(P_{\text{switch}}^2 P_Q^2\).

If the time between points is small, the probability of a switch, \(P_{\text{switch}}\), is a small number, and \(P_{\text{switch}} P_Q^2 \ll P_D\). The worm is thus correctly inferred to be dwelling. The actual analysis is more complicated, since other motion characteristics than speed are used, and a probability is assigned to each state at each time point.

**C.** The results of standard state fit to a wild-type track. The lower plot shows speed; red,
Figure 5 continued.

green, and blue lines in the upper plot show probability of the roaming, dwelling, and quiescence state at each point in time. The color bar at the top summarizes the probabilities. (The small gap is a brief period of missing data.) The change in behavior with time is most easily seen by looking at the frequency of very low speed (<20 μm/s). Such time points are a majority in quiescence, a substantial minority in dwelling, and almost absent in roaming. Most time points are assigned to a single state with near 100% probability, and the worm spent a substantial amount of time in each of the three. This is reflected in the high excess entropy, 0.857 bits.

D. The results of a similar fit to the same data as in C, but scrambled into random order. The three-state fit did not have substantially more information than a single behavioral state, as shown by the very low entropy (S).

E. Rate graphs summarizing state probabilities and transition rates between states based on analysis of well-fed wild-type worms on either good food (E. coli HB101), poor food (HB101 treated with aztreonam) or a mixture of good and bad. The area of each circle is proportional to the amount of time worms spend in that state (red = roaming, green = dwelling, blue = quiescence). Thicker arrows represent faster switching from one state to another. Darker arrows are more accurately measured, lighter grays represent less accurate measurements, based on variability from one worm to another. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, different from good food, Mann-Whitney U-test. Thus, for instance, worms switch from dwelling to roaming more rapidly (p < 0.01) on poor food than on good and spend more time roaming (p < 0.001). Number of worms for each graph as in F.
Figure 5 continued.

F. Mean speed of roaming worms. These data are based on the same tracks as E. Number of worms in each experiment is shown above the bar. *$p < 0.05$, ***$p < 0.001$, Mann-Whitney $U$-test.
We developed a statistic, excess entropy, to quantify the extent to which the analysis helped to explain behavior. The fit in Figure 5C had an entropy of 0.86 bits. (The maximum possible is \( \log_2 3 \approx 1.58 \).) To test if the fit truly detected coherent time-dependent changes in behavior, we scrambled the data and repeated the fit. Figure 5D shows an example of one such fit to scrambled data. No state changes are detected, and the entropy is only 0.074 bits.

Using this analysis, we confirmed and extended earlier results. For instance, low-quality food suppresses quiescence (20) and promotes roaming (20,29). We confirmed these results (Figure 5E). Further, our analysis allowed us to estimate the rate at which worms switch from one state to another. The suppression of quiescence was explained mainly by a decrease in the rate at which worms switch from dwelling to quiescence (Figure 5E).

A simple hypothesis for the control of locomotory behavior is that food quality and other conditions affect only the rates at which worms switch between states. Under this hypothesis worms on poor food would spend more time roaming, but during the time they spend roaming, worms would behave the same on good food and on poor food. The alternative is that the behavior of a worm depends not only on the state it is in, but also on conditions. Under this hypothesis roaming worms might behave differently on good food and on poor food.

To test these hypotheses, we compared the motions of worms in the same state under different conditions. Figure 5F shows an example: the speed of worms on good food, poor food, or a mixture, measured only during the time they spent roaming. The simple
hypothesis was decisively rejected. Roaming worms on poor food moved faster than roaming worms on good food and roaming worms on mixed food, which was also observed by Ben Arous et al. (39), who reported that roaming worms move faster on poor food.

**2.2 Unbiased state discovery**

The observation that the behavior of a roaming worm depends on conditions such as food quality raised a difficult question: how are roaming, dwelling, and quiescence defined? Above we claimed that roaming worms moved faster on poor food. This claim is correct, if roaming is defined by the motions of worms under conditions that have been reported to promote roaming. However, speed is one of the characteristics that distinguishes dwelling and roaming. If poor food caused dwelling worms to move faster, they might be classified as roaming. If poor food in addition caused dwelling worms to reverse less and to accelerate less, any method that deduces behavioral state from these characteristic motions would classify the behavior as roaming.

To address this problem, we developed an unbiased analysis in which state characteristics are derived directly from the behavior of a single worm (see Unbiased closed-loop fits in Materials and methods). Our fits of 363 recordings yielded a total of 1083 state descriptions from 357 three-state and 6 two-state fits. A state description is the list of seven parameters that specify such behavioral characteristics as the probability of reversal, the mean speed, and the correlation between speed and acceleration. Each state is
thus a point in a seven-dimensional space. Interestingly, however, most of the points lay close to a plane—93% of the variance is captured in two dimensions. It was thus possible to plot them in two dimensions while preserving most of their geometric relationships. Figure 6 shows such plots.

We were able to identify regions of the plot that correspond to roaming, dwelling, and quiescence by considering their motion characteristics and by comparing our results with published results. The arrangement of states is roughly triangular (Figure 6G). The location corresponding to immobility is near the lower left, so this is the direction of quiescence. Speed increases towards the upper right of the plot, while reversal increases towards the lower left. Thus, upper right is the direction of roaming, which is characterized by high speed with few reversals. Covariance of acceleration and speed increases towards the upper left, which is thus the direction of dwelling.

To more precisely identify regions with states, we looked at the results of specific experiments. Wild-type worms fasted for twelve hours then refed with good food for three hours alternate between quiescence and dwelling (20). (When not observed, worms so prepared spend most of their time quiescent, but watching them disturbs them in some unknown way, causing them to wake and dwell (20). Our recording conditions allowed some quiescence, but were disturbing enough that the worms also dwelled.) Each such worm had two high-probability states, one in a region close to the lower half of the left side of the triangle, and another near the center (Figure 6A), which we thus identified as quiescence and dwelling, respectively. On poor food wild-type worms roam. They spent most of their time in states near the right vertex (Figure 6B). The states of egl-4(lf) mutant
Figure 6. Geometry of behavioral states.

This figure shows the two-dimensional arrangement of behavioral states discovered by unbiased open-loop fits. Each circle (except the black one near the bottom of each panel, which represents complete immobility) represents a single state from a single worm. The area of the circle is proportional to the amount of time the worm spent in that state. The gray background in A–F and H, representing all states discovered in all experiments, is shown for context. States are colored by experiment; the same colors are used in panels A–E and G–H. Arrows show the directions in which three of the seven state parameters increase. $P_r$ is the probability of reversal, $\mu_s$ is mean deskewed speed, and $\sigma_{as}$ is the covariance of deskewed speed and acceleration.

A–D. States discovered in four experiments. Lines join states discovered in the same worm.

A. 14 wild-type worms, fasted for 12 hours, refed on good food (E. coli HB101) for 3 hours, then recorded on good food.

B. 12 wild-type worms, grown on good food and recorded on poor food. (Poor food is HB101 treated with aztreonam, which prevents cell division (39).)

C. 12 mutant worms lacking cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG, encoded in C elegans by egl-4 (38)), grown and recorded on good food.

D. 12 transgenic worms that express constitutively active PKG in ASI neurons, grown and recorded on good food.

E. States from the four previous experiments plotted together.
Figure 6 continued.

F. Regions of the triangle can be identified as roughly corresponding to roaming, dwelling, and quiescence, as described in the text.

G. All behavioral states discovered in 49 experiments on 363 worms.

H. States from all experiments on wild-type worms (80 worms total). These experiments differ only in whether the worms were well-fed or starved and refed, and in the quality of food on which they were recorded.
worms, which spend most of their time roaming even on good food (29), were in the same general region (Figure 6C). Worms engineered to express constitutively active cGMP-dependent protein kinase in ASI neurons showed an unusual pattern that was never seen in wild-type worms. They alternated between two states, a less probable one near the boundary between dwelling and roaming, and a more probable one near the upper left corner of the triangle. We call the latter state hyperdwelling, since it exhibits the characteristics of dwelling even more strongly than a dwelling wild-type worm. Figure 6F summarizes the regions corresponding to roaming, dwelling, and quiescence.

2.3 Are there discrete locomotive behavioral states?

We were surprised that we did not find discrete, well-separated clusters corresponding to roaming, dwelling, and quiescence. Rather, as shown in Figure 6G, the observed states filled most of the triangle, sparing only the region between quiescence and roaming. This suggests that our previous view, that the worm has available to it three distinct patterns of locomotive behavior, might be too simple. Instead the worm may be able to continuously tune its behavior between these three patterns.

We considered three alternative explanations for the failure to observe discrete clusters of states. First, the clusters might exist but be blurred by noise. There is error in every measurement. Perhaps the errors were so great as to spread the clusters until they merged with each other, giving a false appearance of continuity. This explanation was refuted by looking at single experiments. Figure 6A-D clearly show well-defined clusters
of states. Each of A and D, in fact, shows two well-separated clusters, and each worm in those experiments alternated between a state in one cluster and a state in the other. We clearly had the ability to resolve distinct patterns of behavior. Figure 6E emphasizes this by showing that the states discovered in the experiments of A-D occupy six distinct, well-defined positions.

Figure 6E suggests a second possible explanation for the lack of clusters. Although 9 of our 49 experiments were done on wild-type worms, the rest were done on various mutant genotypes. Perhaps normal worms do have discrete roaming, dwelling, and quiescence states, but the unnatural behavioral patterns of mutants fill up the blank regions between the wild-type states. In fact, it was obvious that without the ASI::egl-4CA and egl-4(lf) experiments, the wild-type states of Figure 6A, B would form three discrete clusters (red and orange states in Figure 6E). To test this, we plotted all the states discovered in experiments on wild-type worms (Figure 6H). Even when we looked only at wild-type, discrete clusters were not evident.

A third possible explanation for our failure to identify clusters is more complicated. The plots in Figure 6 show the disposition of states in two dimensions, but the actual state space is seven-dimensional. Perhaps roaming, dwelling, and quiescence are separated from each other in the full seven-dimensional space, but this separation is lost when they are projected onto a plane. While we cannot entirely exclude this possibility, we found no evidence for it. It is somewhat implausible on its face, since the two dimensions plotted capture 93% of the variance—any additional separation could occur only in the remaining 7%. We examined state plots in 3 dimensions and looked at projections onto planes
containing each of the seven dimensions and found no evidence of discrete clusters. In addition, we attempted to automate the search for clusters using hierarchical cluster analysis based on all seven state characteristics (Figure 7). The results were disappointing. While by design cluster analysis always finds clusters, the state clusters were excessively sensitive to the details of the algorithm (different distance measures and linkage methods often produced widely different clusters) and to the data included (during the course of this work clusters often changed radically with the addition of a few new recordings).

Furthermore, the clusters failed basic experimental consistency criteria. For instance, if the red, green, and blue clusters in Figure 7 corresponded to roaming, dwelling, and quiescence, we would expect that fasted and refed wild-type worms would alternate between a blue state and a green state. Some of them did, but in others the two main states were both green. We do not believe that the clusters identified by cluster analysis have any biological reality.

2.4 Behavioral states are arranged in a triangle

Looking at the arrangement of all states (Figure 6), we were struck by the impression that they fill out most of a triangle. To test this impression, we used a test recently described by Shoval et al. (91). We compared the area of the smallest polygon that contains the states to that of the smallest triangle that contains them (Figure 8A). If they were really arranged in a triangle, the smallest polygon that contains them would be a
A triangle and the ratio of areas 1. Non-triangular points, in contrast, would give a smaller ratio. (For a circle, for instance, the ratio is ~0.605.) The actual ratio, 0.916, was
Figure 7. Hierarchical cluster analysis of states.

A. Hierarchical clustering of state descriptions resulting from unbiased closed-loop fits.

832 of the 1083 states plotted in Figure 6G, those with probability ≥10%, were clustered. The seven values constituting each description are plotted in the heat map below the dendrogram, and the top three clusters are highlighted in blue, green, and red.

B. Identification of clustered states. States, plotted as in Figure 6, are identified by red, green, and blue dots according to which cluster they belong to.
Figure 8. Behavioral states are arranged in a triangle.

A. Each of the 832 states with probability greater than 10% is plotted in two dimensions as in Figure 6. The black line is the smallest polygon that contains all of them (the convex hull). The area of this polygon is 90.5% that of the smallest triangle containing them, significantly greater than that expected if they are not constrained to a triangle ($p < 10^{-5}$). The corresponding figure for a test using all the states, not just those with probability greater than 10%, is 90.8% ($p < 10^{-5}$).

B. An interpretation of the triangular state space. We suggest that the locomotive behavioral patterns available to a worm can be any mixture of three archetypal patterns, represented as red, green, and blue circles. Like primary colors, these mix to form a triangle of possibilities.
significantly greater than that expected for a random arrangement of points at $p < 10^{-5}$.

### 2.5 Verifying previous results with TOBO

To better compare different strains and conditions of worms using Hidden Markov Model analysis we calculated the percent time that worms spent in each behavioral state based on the most likely behavioral state that the worm is in over time (closed-loop fits, pure play analysis). Repeating what we had initially seen by looking at speed over time, average speed, and time at low speed, worms fasted and refed on high quality food show enhanced quiescence compared to worms that are not fasted, fasted and refed on poor quality food, and egl-4(lf) worms that are fasted and refed (Figure 10). In addition, this analysis finds that egl-4(gf) worms show enhanced quiescence under conditions where quiescence is not normally enhanced (nonfasted, which we had previously reported (20)) and was further enhanced when worms are fasted and refed (Figure 9).

At this point, we have established this analysis and behavior as a highly quantitative method of determining worm behavioral state over time. The limitation was that we could only record one worm at a time. This limited the experimental throughput that we were capable of and precluded concurrent controls. Fortunately, we were in possession of a worm surveillance platform custom built by a former member of the Avery lab, Dr. Boris Shtonda, which holds nine cameras. We replaced the cameras (off the shelf security cameras) with high resolution cameras fitted with macro lenses, changed condensers for diffusers, and incandescent lights for LED light strips (Figure 10). We
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Figure 9. Locomotion tracking and HMM analysis repeats previous findings in satiety quiescence behavior.

Wild-type worms fasted and refed on high quality food spend about 60% of their time in the quiescent behavioral state. This is reduced in wild-type worms nonfasted or fasted and refed on poor quality food. Worms with *egl-4* loss-of-function mutation show less time in the quiescent behavioral state after fasting and refeeding on high quality food. Worms with *egl-4* gain-of-function mutation show enhanced satiety quiescence either fasted and refed or nonfasted. Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Percent time in each behavioral state was determined by Pure Play Analysis. ***p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 compared to wild-type fasted-refed, ##p < .01 compared to wild-type nonfasted Mann-Whitney *U*-test following Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (p < .001).
Figure 10
Figure 10. TOBO.

Custom built locomotion tracking platform with nine cameras.

A. Point Grey Grasshopper cameras.

B. Macro lenses.

C. A single worm was placed on a plate for each recording.

D. Semi-translucent diffusers.

E. LED light strips were used for illumination.
have named this system TOBO (TOM and BORIS).

One concern of using aztreonam to modulate food quality is whether the change in worm behavior is due to the change in food quality or because the worms are sensitive to the drug. To test this, we assayed worms on nontreated bacteria, bacteria incubated with aztreonam, and bacteria with aztreonam added after incubation. Both nonfasted and fasted-refed worms show decreased quiescence and increased roaming when fed on aztreonam treated bacteria (this is the same condition referred to as ‘Poor quality food’ above). However, worms fed on bacteria with aztreonam added after the incubation period showed no difference in behavioral state from worms on nontreated bacteria both in fasted-refed and nonfasted conditions, showing that the effect on behavior is due to the worms responding to the bacteria and not aztreonam itself (Figure 1A).

We additionally tested whether we could create an intermediate quality food by mixing high quality and poor quality food. Mixing 9:1 poor quality to high quality (v/v after the bacteria was centrifuged and diluted), showed this intermediate effect. In both conditions this suppressed roaming compared to worms on aztreonam treated bacteria and suppressed quiescence compared to worms on non-treated bacteria (Figure 1B).

2.6 TGFβ regulation of satiety quiescence

Having developed a method to identify satiety quiescence over time, we then were able to ask questions about what regulates this behavioral state. Mutations in the worm TGFβ signaling pathway impair satiety quiescence (20). Our locomotion tracking and HMM
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**Figure 11. Aztreonam treated bacteria acts as poor quality food.**

Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

**A.** Aztreonam was either not added to bacteria (Not Treated), incubated with the bacteria (Azt Treated), or added after the incubation (NI, Not Incubated). Both nonfasted worms as well as worms fasted and allowed to fully refeed on the indicated food source show decreased quiescence and increased roaming only with bacteria incubated with aztreonam. Adding aztreonam after incubating the bacteria has no effect, indicating that worms are responding to the effect aztreonam has on the bacteria and not the drug itself.

**B.** Mixing not treated bacteria with aztreonam treated bacteria gives an intermediate food quality. After being centrifuged and diluted, aztreonam treated bacteria was mixed with nontreated bacteria (9:1 treated:nontreated, v/v) to create a mixed food. This food condition suppresses roaming in both nonfasted and fasted-refed worms compared to worms on aztreonam treated bacteria. Worms on mixed food show also show less quiescence than worms on nontreated bacteria.

Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Percent time in each behavioral state was determined by Pure Play Analysis. Experiments were done concurrently using TOBO. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 compared to wild-type not treated, ###p < .01 compared to wild-type aztreonam treated Mann-Whitney U-test following Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (p < .001).
analysis repeated this finding, as *daf-7* worms show decreased time in quiescence after both fasting and refeeding and nonfasted (Figure 12A). Since *daf-7* is expressed in ASI, we also tested ASI ablated worms, generated by expression of recombinant caspase (92,93) and found that these worms show a similar decrease in quiescence both nonfasted and fasted-refed (Figure 12A). While ASI ablation has been reported to cause constitutive dauer entry (83,84), we do find a small percent of escapers that undergo the normal reproductive life cycle allowing us to maintain a population and test them in our assay. In both *daf-7* and ASI ablated worms, quiescence is decreased and dwelling is increased. Our HMM analysis has shown that this is due to *daf-7* and ASI- worms switching from quiescence to dwelling more rapidly than wild-type worms (Figure 12B).

Because the HMM analysis is locomotion based but satiety quiescence is the cessation of both movement and feeding, we also quantified food intake. We accomplished this by fasting worms, refeeding them on mCherry expressing HB101, and quantifying fluorescence through the gut. Corresponding to the locomotion data showing decreased quiescence, *daf-7* and ASI- worms both have increased food intake (Figure 12C). Since mutations anywhere in the TGFβ signaling pathway should impair quiescence, we also tested food intake of worms with a mutation in *daf-1*, *daf-8*, or *daf-14* and found that they have a similar increase in food intake as *daf-7* worms (Figure 12C). Since *daf-7* expression is dependent upon the guanylyl cyclase *daf-11* (89), we additionally tested *daf-7* regulation by cGMP. We accomplished this by using a transgenic strain expressing *daf-7* fused to mCherry under the *daf-7* promoter and quantifying the levels by measuring fluorescence. Fasting worms for 12 hours and refeeding for 3 hours on
Figure 12. TGFβ in ASI neurons promote the switch from dwelling to quiescence.

A. Standard state probabilities of wild type, ASI ablated worms and daf-7 mutants show inhibition of satiety quiescence both fasted and fully refed as well as nonfasted. Data was collected before implementing TOBO and so was not done concurrently. Wild-type fasted-refed and nonfasted data is repeated from Figure 9. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 compared to wild-type by Mann-Whitney U-test.

B. DAF-7 from ASI regulates transition rates from dwelling to quiescence. Transition rates among states of wild type, ASI ablated worms and daf-7 mutants. Each diagram shows state probabilities and transition rates from one experiment after standard state fits. Each circle represents a state: light gray for quiescence, medium gray for dwelling, and black for roaming. The area of the circle is proportional to the probability of the state under those conditions. Each arrow represents a transition from one state to another. Thicker arrows represent higher transition rates. Darker arrows represent rates measured with high accuracy, paler arrows rates measured with poor accuracy. **p < .01, ***p < .001, by Mann-Whitney U-test.

C. Representative pictures of wild-type and daf-7 worms after 12 hours fasting and 3 hours refeeding on mCherry expressing HB101. daf-7 show higher fluorescence reflecting more food intake. Quantification of fluorescence of canonical TGFβ signaling pathway mutants and ASI ablated worms eat more than wild-type worms after fasting and refeeding as all show higher fluorescence.
HB101 strain of *E. coli* (the same experimental design under which we find enhanced satiety quiescence increases DAF-7 levels (Figure 13). Fasting worms for 12 hours and placing them on 8-Br-cGMP treated plates (1 mM) in the absence of food caused a similar increase (Figure 13). However, nonfasted worms did not show a change in DAF-7 levels after treatment with 8-Br-cGMP for 3 hours (Figure 13). Additionally, we did not see a decrease in *daf-7::mCherry* fluorescence in starved worms compared to well-fed worms as had been previously reported (50). This could be due to mCherry being a very stable protein and so not being degraded as well as endogenous DAF-7 would be. Combined with the report that *daf-7* is not expressed in *daf-11* mutants (89) and our previous observation that *egl-4(gf)* suppresses the quiescence defect of *daf-7* worms (20), this places cGMP both upstream and downstream of *daf-7* in satiety quiescence signaling. Since *daf-1* fat storage, feeding, and reproductive phenotypes are rescued by restoring the gene in the RIM and RIC interneurons (94), we also tested this rescue in satiety quiescence and found that it rescues this phenotype as well by both hand-eye and TOBO (Figure 14 and ref. 46).

Additionally, laser ablation of the RIM and RIC interneurons rescues satiety quiescence in *daf-1* worms (46), suggesting that RIM and RIC are suppressing satiety quiescence, presumably by synthesizing a hunger signal. These neurons are the source of octopamine synthesis, which has previously been shown to decrease pumping rates (95,96).

Additionally, *daf-7* has recently been shown to act as an environmental sensor signaling to RIM and RIC to inhibit tyraminergic and octopaminergic neurotransmissions (94). We therefore tested whether exogenous octopamine would suppress satiety quiescence but found that it did not show an effect (46).
Figure 13. Food and cGMP increase levels of the TGFβ ligand in fasted worms.

A. Representative images of worms expressing daf-7p::daf-7::mCherry. Left: Worms were fasted for 12 hours and either mock refed for 3 hours on water treated NGMSR plates, NGMSR plates treated to final concentration of 1 mM 8-Br-cGMP for 3 hours, or refed on HB101 for 3 hours. Right: Well-fed worms were placed on NGMSR water treated plates for 3 hours or NGMSR plates treated to 1 mM final concentration of 8-Br-cGMP for 3 hours.

B. Quantification of fluorescence intensity for conditions described in A.

***p < .001 by Student’s t-test.
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Figure 14. Restoring the TGFβ receptor DAF-1 in RIM and RIC rescues satiety quiescence in *daf-1* worms after fasting and refeeding.

Wild-type worms were tested concurrently with matched transgenic (expressing *daf-1* in RIM and RIC under the *tdc-1* promoter) and nontransgenic siblings.

Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Percent time in each behavioral state was determined by Pure Play Analysis. Experiments were done concurrently using TOBO.

*p* < 0.05, compared to wild-type not treated, #*p* < .05 compared to nontransgenic Mann-Whitney *U*-test.
Together, this suggests that daf-7 is released from ASI and binds to the daf-1 receptor on RIM and RIC. This inactivates these neurons, causing an inhibition of hunger signaling and conveying quiescence. While octopamine is one of these hunger signals, it does not appear to be the satiety quiescence signal. Additionally, we know that egl-4 is signaling downstream of daf-7 but we do not yet know which cell(s) are responsible for this.

### 2.7 egl-4 signaling in satiety quiescence

Exogenous 8-Br-cGMP both enhances quiescence in nonfasted worms and rescues the quiescence defect of daf-11 guanylyl cyclase mutants (46). Additionally, expressing daf-11 in the ASI neuron is sufficient to rescue its satiety quiescence defect (46). Our lab had previously found that the quiescence defect of egl-4 worms (cGMP-dependent protein kinase) is rescued by restoring egl-4 expression under the tax-4 promoter (expressed in a dozen head neurons, including ASI (38)) (20). Our locomotion tracking and HMM analysis repeated this result. Restoring egl-4 under its own promoter or the tax-4 promoter rescued percent time in quiescence (Figure 15). Since egl-4 is downstream of daf-7 in satiety signaling and daf-7 is expressed in ASI, we also tested whether expressing egl-4 in ASI under the gpa-4 promoter (97) rescues egl-4(lf) worms. We found that this gives a partial rescue, clearly enhanced from egl-4(lf), but not as well as either the tax-4 or endogenous promoter (Figure 15). We additionally tried to phenocopy the egl-4(gf) with transgenic expression of a constitutively active EGL-4 expressed under the tax-4 promoter. This
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Figure 15. Restoring egl-4 expression rescues satiety quiescence.

Wild-type worms were tested concurrently with matched transgenic (expressing egl-4 under the indicated promoter) and nontransgenic siblings.

Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

A. Restoring egl-4 under the endogenous promoter rescues quiescence back to wild-type levels.

B. Restoring egl-4 under the tax-4 promoter (expressed in a dozen head neurons including ASI, (38)) rescues quiescence.

C. Restoring egl-4 in ASI under the gpa-4 promoter (97) partially rescues quiescence.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 compared to wild-type, #p < .01, ##p < .01 compared to non-transgenic by Mann-Whitney U-test.
resulted in significantly smaller body size (Figure 16A, B). To our surprise, this suppressed roaming but did not enhance satiety quiescence in nonfasted worms (Figure 16D). It did, however, enhance satiety quiescence after fasting and refeeding (Figure 16E).

While egl-4 worms are impaired in satiety quiescence, they still respond to food quality and feeding history, two factors that are necessary for satiety quiescence. After fasting and refeeding, they show noticeably higher speed on poor quality food (Figure 17 A, B). Looking at average speed, egl-4 worms showed increased locomotion both fasted-refed and nonfasted on poor quality food and after fasting and refeeding on high quality food (Figure 17C). This indicates that there are other factors that convey hunger and nutrition signals independent from satiety signaling that are still functioning in the egl-4(lf) worm.

2.8 ASI is activated by nutrition

Under adverse conditions, C. elegans larvae can enter a developmental diapause known as the dauer larvae (82). Food (79), ASI (83), and DAF-7 (50) inhibit dauer formation. These facts, combined with our results, previously described effects on behavior (20,39), and the proximity of metabolic signaling genes egl-4 and daf-7 suggested that ASI might respond to the worm’s nutritional state to regulate satiety. We tested this prediction by calcium imaging. Calcium imaging uses a chimeric construct of GFP fused to calmodulin, which can be transgenically expressed in the cell of interest, in our case the
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Figure 16. EGL-4 function for quiescence

Worms expressing EGL-4CA in TAX-4 neurons have smaller body size and more quiescence than their non-transgenic siblings after fasting and refeeding, phenocopying egl-4(gf), as quantified by standard state probabilities.

A. Representative picture of an adult transgenic worm.

B. Representative picture of an adult nontransgenic worm.

C. Quantification of body size by area. ***p < 0.001, by Student’s t test.

D, E. Quiescence is enhanced in fasted-refed transgenic worms but not in nonfasted transgenic worms. Number of tracks analyzed shown to the right of the data. Mann-Whitney U-test of percent time in quiescence for fasted-refed worms p = .104.

Data was collected before implementing TOBO and so was not done concurrently. Wild-type fasted-refed and nonfasted data is repeated from Figure 9.
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**Figure 17. egl-4 worms respond to nutritional state and food quality.**

A. A representative speed plot of a fasted and refed *egl-4* mutant worm on high quality food.

B. A representative speed plot of a fasted and refed *egl-4* mutant worm on low quality food.

C. The mean speeds of *egl-4* mutants under different conditions: F-RF HQ: fasted and refed high quality food, NF HQ: non-fasted and fed high quality food. F-RF LQ: fasted and refed low quality food. Fasted and refed high quality food of *egl-4*(lf) was duplicated from Figure 1. Following Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (*P* < 0.001), *p* < 0.05. ***p* < 0.001, by Mann-Whitney *U*-test.
ASI neuron (98) and the ‘olfactory chip’ to flow a stimulus across the nose of the worm (99). Worms stimulated with either bacteria grown in minimal media or the nutrient rich solution Luria Broth (LB) showed a clear activation of the ASI neuron (Figure 18A, B). Stimulating worms with either minimal media alone or washed bacteria did not show activation of the ASI neuron (Figure 18C and data not shown). Since cGMP is signaling in ASI to promote satiety quiescence and ASI responds to the nutritional content of worms’ environment, we also tested whether cGMP can activate ASI. We found that ASI is activated by 1 mM of the stable analog 8-Br-cGMP but that this activation is weaker and less consistent than the response to food or LB (Figure 18D).

2.9 Additional satiety signaling

While our main interest has been further investigating the TGFβ-cGMP pathway that is conveying satiety signaling, we have tested additional candidates hypothesized to play a role in satiety quiescence by our group and collaborators. One signaling group of particular interest is endocannabinoid signaling. Endocannabinoids are well known to play a role in gut-brain signaling and regulation of food intake (100–103). Importantly, a form of endocannabinoid signaling, N-acylethanolamines (NAEs), has recently been discovered in C. elegans playing a role in metabolic regulation, specifically in the dauer decision (104).
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**Figure 18. ASI responds to nutrition.**

F-G. Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging from ASI neurons. GCaMP2.2 was expressed in ASI under the *gpa-4* promoter (97). One or both ASIs were imaged as either M9 buffer or an experimental stimulus flowed past the tip of the head, where the ASI sensory endings are located. The stimulus was presented from 15–30 seconds and again from 45–60 seconds. Individual traces, normalized so that the mean for the first 15 seconds (before presentation of stimulus) is 1, are shown in color (*f* is fluorescence, *f*\(_0\) baseline fluorescence; the ratio is *f*/*f*\(_0\)). The dark black line is the mean of the normalized traces.

A. Worms stimulated with HB101 strain *E. coli* grown in minimal media.

B. Worms stimulated with Luria Broth.

C. Worms stimulated with minimal media alone.

D. Worms stimulated with 1 mM 8-Br-cGMP.
While a homolog of the cannabinoid-1 (CB1) receptor has not been found in worms, its inhibitor AM251 has metabolic effects in worms (Dr. Matthew Gill, personal communication). We tested whether AM251 either enhances satiety quiescence under conditions where worms spend little time in quiescence or whether it suppresses quiescence under conditions where it is enhanced. We found that in both the nonfasted and fasted-refed conditions there was little effect on time the worm spends in quiescence, but that treatment with the inhibitor caused worms to spend more time roaming at the expense of dwelling (Figure 19A, B). NAEs are synthesized by N-acyl-phosphatidylethanolamine-specific phospholipase D and degraded by fatty acid amide hydrolase, of which *C. elegans* have two and six genes respectively (104). Since no loss-of-function mutations of the synthesis enzymes have been isolated, we tested transgenic worms over expressing each one and both together. We also tested these overexpressers in the background of *faah-1* mutation, one of the enzymes that degrade NAEs. However we saw no impairment of satiety quiescence after fasting and refeeding or enhancement of quiescence in nonfasted worms (Figure 20A, B). This does not completely rule out NAEs playing a role in quiescence. There may be redundant function with the other five fatty acid amide hydrolase enzymes and NAEs are highest at the L2 stage and so we might not see as strong of a phenotype in mutant and transgenic worms at the adult stage.

Another group of signaling genes that were of particular interest is neuropeptides. Neuropeptides play a clear role in feeding behavior and worms that lack neuropeptide signaling are quiescence defective (20). We tested worms with feeding impaired ability to feed, *eat-1* and *eat-2* mutants. Both have been reported to have feeding defects and the
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**Figure 19. CB1 receptor inhibitor treatment increases roaming behavior.**

Worms were treated for 3 hours on plates treated with either DMSO or the cannabinoid 1 receptor inhibitor AM251 (5 µM). Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

A, B. Both nonfasted and fasted-refed worms treated with AM251 show enhanced roaming but no significant change in quiescence.
Figure 19. Endocannabinoid signaling regulation of satiety quiescence

Worms overexpressing the NAE synthesis enzymes nape-1, nape-2 or both were tested for quiescence. Worms with a mutation in one of the enzymes that degrades NAEs, faah-1, were also tested. The overexpressing strains were also tested in the mutant background. Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

A. In the well-fed condition worms overexpressing either nape-1, nape-2, or both did not show a change in satiety quiescence levels. Expressing either nape-1 or nape-2 in the faah-1 background likewise did not change satiety quiescence levels.

B. After fasting and full refeeding worms overexpressing either nape-1, nape-2, or both did not show a change in satiety quiescence levels. Expressing either nape-1 or nape-2 in the faah-1 background likewise did not change satiety quiescence levels.
latter of which our group had previously reported to be quiescence defective (20,105–107).

We found that eat-2 worms have decreased quiescence and increased roaming in both nonfasted and fasted-refed conditions (Figure 21A, B). As we expected, eat-1 worms show a similar decrease in satiety quiescence after fasting and refeeding (Figure 21B). Curiously, however, nonfasted eat-1 worms show an increase in both quiescence and roaming (Figure 21A).

Our lab had previously done a microarray analysis to find genes whose expression changed with fasting and after refeeding. We tested a selection of neuropeptide mutants that had shown significant changes in expression, nlp-2, nlp-22, ins-7, and ins-33. However, after fasting and refeeding we saw no significant differences in satiety quiescence in any of these mutants (Figure 22).

Along with neuropeptides, we are interested in ways that neurons can be communicating satiety signaling. Multidrug resistance proteins (MRPs) transport molecules through the cell membrane and are highly conserved between worms and humans with homologs of all eight families of MRPs (108). We hypothesized that MRPs might transport molecules such as cGMP either into or out of cells which will then affect satiety signaling. Interestingly, we found that mrp-2 mutant worms showed higher levels of quiescence than wild-type worms in the nonfasted condition (Figure 23A, B).

We also investigated a signaling pathway downstream of daf-7, glr-1. GLR-1 is an ionotropic glutamate receptor that has previously been shown to play a role in neuronal control of locomotion (109) that has previously been studied in regulating daf-7 phenotypes (94). However, we saw no change in behavioral state in either glr-1 worms
compared to wild-type or in *daf-7 glr-1* worms compared to *daf-7* worms both fasted and refed as well as nonfasted (Figure 24A, B).
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Figure 21. Worms with feeding defects show altered quiescence behavior.

*eat-1* and *eat-2* mutants were tested both nonfasted and after fasting and full refeeding. We previously reported that *eat-2* worms be quiescence defective after fasting and refeeding (20). Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

A. Nonfasted *eat-2* worms show less quiescence and more roaming as we had expected. Curiously, *eat-1* worms showed both increased roaming and quiescence.

B. After fasting and refeeding both *eat-1* and *eat-2* worms both show more roaming and less quiescence.

* *p* < 0.05, ** *p* < 0.01, *** *p* < 0.001 compared to wild-type by Mann-Whitney *U*-test.
Figure 22. Selected neuropeptide mutants show no change in quiescence.

Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

A, B. *nlp-2, nlp-22, ins-7,* and *ins-33* mutant worms show no significant difference in percent time quiescent either nonfasted or after fasting and refeeding.
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Figure 23. Multidrug resistant protein genes may play a role in conveying satiety signals.

Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

A. Nonfasted *mrp*-2 worms show increased satiety quiescence and *mrp*-6 worms show decreased satiety quiescence while *mrp*-3, *mrp*-4, and *mrp*-8 show no change in satiety quiescence.

B. None of the worms with mutations in MRP genes showed a significant change in satiety quiescence after fasting and refeeding.

**p < 0.01 compared to wild-type by Mann-Whitney U-test.
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Figure 23. *glr-1* has no effect on quiescence.

**A.** Nonfasted *glr-1* worms show no significant change in behavior either in the wild-type background or in the *daf-7* background.

**B.** Nonfasted *glr-1* worms show no significant change in behavior either in the wild-type background or in the *daf-7* background.

Number of tracks analyzed for each condition shown to the right of the data. Standard state probabilities of worms which were concurrently assayed with wild-type worms using TOBO.

**p < 0.01**, ***p < 0.001*** compared to wild-type by Mann-Whitney *U*-test.
3. Conclusions and future directions

Throughout human evolutionary history food has mostly been scarce. However, today we find ourselves in a novel environment where food is readily available and the energy required for day to day survival is minimal. This has caused a dramatic increase in the prevalence of obesity and its secondary health conditions, leading to decreased life quality and span as well as placing a significant burden on the healthcare system. Part of the obesity epidemic can be attributed to overeating—consuming more calories than day to day activity requires, the excess of which is stored as fat. We have found a worm behavior that mimics aspects of post prandial sleep in mammals and are investigating the signaling that enhances and disturbs this behavior in an effort to better understand the interactions of the molecules we have discovered so far and to uncover more genes signaling to convey this behavior, which are likely to have evolutionarily conserved homologs playing similar roles in mammals.

Behavior is a result of neuronal wiring and cellular signaling that conveys a response to an animal’s environment, nutritional state, and external stimuli. *C. elegans* have a comparatively simple neuronal wiring with only 302 neurons. We have worked to develop tools that allow better analysis of worm behavioral state so that we may better investigate the neuronal connectivity and signaling pathways that are responsible for the cessation of food intake. The work presented here combines this locomotion tracking and HMM analysis with additional genetic and cell biology approaches to better understand satiety signaling.
Satiety quiescence is the complete cessation of locomotion and feeding. Why is this advantageous? Evolutionarily, why would this behavior arise? Would worms in satiety quiescence be more vulnerable to predators and consume less food? In beginning to address these questions about worms, we can first ask them about ourselves. If food is so critical to our survival, why do we have mechanisms that tell us to stop eating? Why do we go into a resting and fasting state that makes us more vulnerable to predation? Two answers come to mind to answer these questions.

First, satiety quiescence could be a means of maximizing the efficiency of using the resources available. This coincides with a switch from a state of energy stress when the worm was depleting its stored energy to storing energy and producing progeny. The intestine of the worm experiences a pressure from the food in balanced with the waste out. When a worm is continuously feeding, the worm must continuously be expelling waste. If the worm stops feeding, it can more fully utilize the nutrients it has already taken in. Cessation of locomotion does expose an animal to increased risk of predation. However, this is not a comatose like state; worms are easily disturbed from quiescence and sensing a predator such as a larger nematode or mites would likely alter the behavior as a roar from a lion would alter the behavior of a human. Additionally, this risk is balanced by the benefit of maximizing its speed in having its offspring and laying those offspring on a high quality food source, which is essential for an animal whose reproductive strategy is to quickly have large numbers of progeny.

Second, while we do not know why we need sleep, it has been found to be important both metabolically and neurobiologically. Cessation of feeding and locomotion
in sleep or sleep-like behavior is a common phenomenon across many phyla. While worms lack the central nervous system required to define sleep, quiescence is at least very similar to mammalian sleep. Developmentally, worms become quiescent just before molting in a behavior that has been termed lethargus, which may be important in the metabolism of development. After feeding, mammals and birds go through a behavioral satiety sequence which ends with the animal sleeping.

An additional question to consider is what determines the basal level of quiescence? If this is a behavior to maximize the use of resources available, would high levels of quiescence be expected under normal growth conditions? One factor to consider is the need for dispersal. A worm growing in optimal conditions likely has hundreds to thousands of other worms growing along with it. Eventually the food source will run out and the evolutionary success of an animal is going to depend on the population’s ability to disperse and find new food. Testing the ideas put forward here are challenging but intriguing. We assay worms one per plate, but these ideas would predict that conditioning plates with media from high numbers of *C. elegans* would suppress quiescence in nonfasted worms. Additionally, we would predict that refeeding worms on plates conditioned with media from a predatory nematode such as *Pristionchus pacificus* should disturb worm behavior. On the other hand, these ideas predict that placing a single egg on a plate and allowing a worm to grow in isolation should enhance quiescence as a worm tries to maximize its growth rate to produce progeny more quickly. This would also predict that if a worm is uncertain about its nutritional environment, it should attempt to increase its efficiency and so enhance quiescence. We have plans to test this idea by using worms
that have experienced starvation at various points in its development and assay satiety quiescence both fasted-refed as well as nonfasted.

Since our group’s discovery of the satiety quiescence behavioral state, further investigation into the signaling that controls it has been difficult because the worms are easily disturbed from it under observation and the assay provides information limited to whether the worm is in quiescence when observed and if so what the duration of quiescence is. We have attempted to overcome these challenges by developing an automated system to record and track worms over long periods of time. Our locomotion tracking system finds distinct periods of inactivity that are consistent with satiety quiescence behavior. To quantify behavior over time we have used a Hidden Markov model analysis. We expected that this would find clusters of worm behavior corresponding to roaming, dwelling, and quiescence in state-space. However, while it appears that there are times where worms placed in specific conditions show “pure” behavioral state (i.e. straight high speed movement in roaming, short back and forth movements in dwelling, and completely unmoving in quiescence), over the timecourse of our recordings of numerous conditions and genotypes there is no clear grouping of clusters corresponding to these behavioral states. Instead, worm behavior appears to form a continuum in state-space. This suggests that worms are able to modulate their behavior more than simple switches between inactive, browsing, and exploratory modes.

While it is a simplification of worm behavior, we are able to assign behavioral states on a probabilistic basis over time from the locomotion data. Although this automated system does not find satiety quiescence levels as high as when worms are measured by
hand and eye, as we had previously done, it is sufficiently robust to repeat findings made by hand and eye and extend these to allow us to move our investigation of satiety quiescence forward.

It has been shown that a cGMP pathway regulates locomotive activity related to nutritional status (20,38,42,69,110). Our new automated monitoring system confirmed that egl-4 is absolutely required for satiety quiescence; we did not detect inactive locomotive periods in egl-4 mutants. Increased function of EGL-4 in ASI by a gain of function mutation enhances satiety quiescence, suggesting egl-4 function in ASI. However, egl-4 is required in other cells than ASI because expressing egl-4 only in ASI did not fully rescue the egl-4 mutant defect in satiety quiescence. This suggests that there are action sites other than ASI for EGL-4 to regulate satiety quiescence. Interestingly, an egl-4 mutant can still respond to the changes in nutritional status, such as difference in food quality. Because egl-4 mutants are completely incapable of showing satiety, this ability suggests that the increase of locomotion by low food quality can be caused by another signal likely coming from hunger. Our low quality food in fact made worms appear starved. It is interesting to speculate that the whole range of locomotive activity can be controlled by the integration of two types of signals: one to sense fullness and the other to sense hunger.

We found that cGMP signals upstream of TGFβ to increase the levels of the ligand DAF-7 in fasted worms. Treating fasted worms with 1 mM 8-Br-cGMP increases DAF-7 levels to a similar degree as refeeding worms on high quality food. This occurs in the ASI neuron, which we and others have shown to be a major center of integration of signals that convey the nutritional state of the worm. We have added to this the information that the
ASI neuron is activated by the nutritional content of the worm’s environment, meaning that the ASI neuron is sensing both the internal and external nutritional state of the worm.

How ASI integrates this short term (almost instantaneous) activation with a more long term (on the order of three hours) genetic program is still unknown. Our calcium imaging studies were done on well-fed worms, but the worms are food deprived for the time that it takes to load them into the microfluidic device, which is about five minutes. Activation of ASI could play a role in telling the worm to remain on food by starting to synthesize and/or release signals conveying that it is in a good environment. One such signal is cGMP. We plan to test the hypothesis that food stimulates an increase in cGMP levels in several ways. First, we will directly test whether cGMP levels increase using a cGMP reporter construct similar to GCaMP (60). This will tell us whether stimulation with food causes a change in cGMP levels on the same timescale as the calcium transient that we see. If we do see an increase, we will test both calcium and cGMP levels of worms with each tax-4 and daf-11 mutations. tax-4 forms a heterodimer with tax-2 to make a cGMP gated cation channel. daf-11 is a membrane bound guanylyl cyclase. We are unable to test tax-4 mutants for satiety quiescence because the worms do not stay on food and so we cannot observe them. daf-11 mutants have deficient satiety quiescence, but are rescued by expressing the gene in the ASI neuron. Loss of cGMP or calcium transient in either the daf-11 or tax-4 background in response to stimulating the worm with food would suggest activation of daf-11 \( \rightarrow \) increased cGMP levels \( \rightarrow \) activation of tax-2/tax-4 channels as the pathway of how ASI is activated. Interestingly, this is the same pathway of activation proposed independently by a group studying the ASEL neuron mediating worm response
to pH levels, the only difference being that the guanylyl cyclase is *gcy-14* rather than *daf-11* (61). If our hypothesis holds, this suggests that this activation pathway could have developed evolutionarily specialized in individual worm neurons to respond to specific stimuli.

The question still remains of how ASI integrates this short term activation with long term induction of satiety quiescence. Looking into this question, there are two important pieces of information to consider. First, our studies of ASI activation simply looked at whether the neuron was activated acutely in response to a stimulus. What the neuron’s pattern of activation looks like with continuous stimulation over time would be very valuable data to provide insight on its role in inducing quiescence. Second, satiety quiescence signaling must originate from the gut, meaning that activation of ASI is not sufficient for quiescence signaling. We can acquire information on the pattern of activation of ASI under continuous stimulation to provide more information on its signaling. Ideally this would be done in freely moving worms to correlate worm locomotion with neuronal activity. However, there are two technical challenges to accomplishing this. First, this approach would require a mechanical stage moving to keep the worm in a small field of view which is likely to disturb worm behavior. Second, continuous stimulation with fluorescent light disturbs worm behavior. This has been countered by using worms with loss of function *lite-1*, but this comes with additional caveats of the *lite-1* mutation possibly having an effect on worm behavior.

Upstream of the satiety quiescence signaling in ASI, we know that a signal that originates in the intestine is required. What this signal is and how it causes a response in
ASI we do not yet know. The fact that the signal originates in the intestine was established from the findings that worms that have pumping defects, and so are less able to intake food, and worms that have a microvillus-specific actin mutation, and so are less able to absorb nutrients, have deficient satiety quiescence. In mammals, much of the integration of appetite control between the intestine, liver, and adipose tissue is done by endocrine factors. Since worms lack major endocrine signaling molecules such as leptin, this might not be conveyed in the same way. We have several ideas and candidate approaches that could address what this signal might be. First, it could be transport of a secondary messenger such as cGMP across the intestine into the pseudocoelom, where it could reach the ASI neuron. We have attempted to address this by testing worms with mutations in multidrug resistant proteins. If we find genes that affect satiety quiescence, we will restore expression in the intestine and/or the ASI neuron to rescue quiescence to verify that this is where they are acting. It could be that nutrients, either a component of the bacteria or metabolized product, enters the pseudocoelom by diffusion through the intestine. If this is the case, a genetic approach would be difficult and a more biochemical approach would work better. Supplementing the NGM plate with various nutritional factors such as sugars, amino acids, or fatty acids would provide insight as to what triggers the communication from the intestine to ASI. Another interesting possibility comes from investigation into the innate immunity system. A recent report of communication between the intestine and nervous system in response to pathogenic bacteria implicated the insulin signaling system in canonical $daf-2 \rightarrow daf-16$ signaling (111). While we have avoided the crowded insulin signaling field in favor of more novel signaling pathways, the fact that $daf-2$ is upstream of
In satiety signaling could be an indication that an insulin like peptide might be released from the intestine to communicate to ASI. In general, neuropeptides with reported expression in intestine are a great candidate pool to find what is initiating satiety signaling.

Downstream of ASI, we have shown that restoring the TGFβ receptor \( \text{daf-1} \) in the RIM and RIC neurons rescues the quiescence defect of \( \text{daf-1} \) mutant worms. This means that cGMP is signaling to activate the canonical TGFβ pathway, which connects ASI → RIM + RIC. Ablation of these neurons in \( \text{daf-1} \) mutant worms rescues as well, pointing to \( \text{daf-7} \) → \( \text{daf-1} \) signaling causing an inhibition of these neurons. We propose a model by which food signal activates ASI, causing \( \text{daf-1} \) to synthesize cGMP, which then activates EGL-4 and increases DAF-7 levels. DAF-7 is released from ASI and binds to its receptors DAF-1 and DAF-4 to inhibit synthesis of a hunger signal (Figure 25A). In terms of behavioral state, we propose that ASI promotes the switch from dwelling to quiescence and inhibits the switch from quiescence to dwelling. RIM and RIC do the opposite, promoting the switch from quiescence to dwelling and inhibiting the switch from dwelling to quiescence. This dynamic is modulated by the ability of ASI to suppress RIM and RIC activity via TGFβ signaling (Figure 25B).

What specifically RIM and RIC are doing and what is downstream of these neurons we do not know. We hypothesized that octopamine, the invertebrate equivalent of noradrenaline which is synthesized in RIM and RIC, is the hunger signal but exogenous octopamine treatment did not suppress satiety quiescence. We plan to perform calcium imaging in these neurons to verify that their activity is suppressed under conditions where satiety quiescence is enhanced.
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**Figure 25. Proposed model of satiety quiescence signaling of cGMP and TGFβ in ASI → RIM + RIC.**

A. Signaling pathway. Food signal stimulates DAF-11 to increase cGMP levels in ASI, which then acts on its two known targets, the cyclic nucleotide gated channel formed by TAX-2 and TAX-4 and the cyclic GMP dependent protein kinase EGL-4. Downstream of cGMP, DAF-7 levels are increased and it is released from ASI, where it binds to its receptors DAF-1 and DAF-4 on RIM and RIC. This inactivates a hunger signal synthesized by these neurons.

B. Behavioral dynamic. ASI promotes the switch from Dwelling to Quiescence and inhibits the switch from Quiescence to Dwelling. RIM and RIC does the opposite, promoting the switch from Quiescence to Dwelling and inhibiting the switch from Dwelling to Quiescence. ASI is able to modulate this dynamic by synthesizing and releasing the TGFβ ligand DAF-7 to inactivate RIM and RIC.
In finding what is downstream of RIM and RIC, there are two approaches: what cell(s) they are communicating to and what molecule(s) are being used for this signal. For the first approach, a starting place is what synapses RIM and RIC form. Since the neuronal connectivity is known, this is a straightforward task to ablate these neurons and see whether satiety quiescence is enhanced. However, if the signal produced by RIM and RIC is released then these are not likely to be the target and the cell(s) that receive the signal would not be predictable from this information (just as the ASI \rightarrow RIM + RIC connection is not predicted by neuronal connectivity). If this is the case, then returning to egl-4 signaling is a possible route. We know that egl-4 is signaling downstream of daf-7 and so finding what cell(s) egl-4 is acting in would reveal additional pieces of the satiety quiescence signaling puzzle. This could be accomplished by expressing constitutively active egl-4 (egl-4CA) under neuron specific promoters in a daf-7 or daf-1 background. We would first have to verify that expressing egl-4CA in ASI does not enhance satiety quiescence, as our model predicts. First, we would express egl-4CA in RIM and RIC to answer the simple question of whether egl-4 is acting on both sides of the daf-7 ASI \rightarrow daf-1 RIM + RIC connection. If that is unsuccessful, we would target individual head neurons for egl-4CA expression. If this approach is successful, we will have identified a neuron downstream of RIM and RIC, allowing us to examine genes expressed in RIM and RIC that are likely to be released and have a receptor on the target cell. If this approach is unsuccessful, we can attempt a forward genetic screen. First, we would verify that the signaling in RIM and RIC is canonical TGFβ with daf-7 \rightarrow daf-1 \rightarrow daf-8 + daf-14 \rightarrow daf-3 + daf-5. daf-3 and daf-5 repress gene transcription and mutants of daf-3 and daf-5 should
act as constitutively active *daf-1* and so should show either normal or enhanced satiety quiescence. A forward genetic screen in *daf-3* or *daf-5* mutants looking either specifically for satiety quiescence or indirectly for increased feeding and fat storage (*daf-3* and *daf-5* mutants rescue the increased feeding and fat storage of *daf-1* and *daf-7* worms) would identify genes downstream of the TGFβ pathway, possibly identifying the hunger signal produced by RIM and RIC. We would expect that loss of function *egl-4* would cause this effect and so any hits isolated from this screen would need to be complementation tested with *egl-4*.

In addition to the cGMP-TGFβ signaling axis, we have looked at a few other signaling pathways for potential effects on satiety quiescence. Some, such as *glr-1*, have no effect but do serve to give us further confidence in our system that we can identify genes specifically affecting satiety quiescence by locomotion and rule out genes that do not play a role. Most interestingly among signaling groups we have tested is endocannabinoid signaling. While this is a collaboration between our lab and Dr. Matthew Gill, who is investigating numerous aspects of the biology, we are very interested in how this affects satiety quiescence. Stimulation of the CB1 receptor increases appetite and food intake and so blocking the receptor should have the opposite effect. Treating worms with the mammalian CB1 receptor antagonist AM251 has a clear effect on behavior, increasing locomotion by increasing percent time roaming in both fasted and nonfasted animals. However, there is no known worm homolog of the mammalian CB1 receptor, so we cannot perform the proper control of using receptor knockout animals and demonstrating that we lose the effect. This also makes it very difficult to find whether endocannabinoid signaling
interacts with the cGMP-TGFβ signaling axis and if so in what cell(s) without knowing the
target of the antagonist. Identifying the target of AM251 in worms is currently being
pursued by Dr. Gill’s lab. Additionally, worms with NAE synthesis genes nape-1 and
nape-2 overexpressed show some effects on satiety quiescence but we do not yet have
worms with these genes knocked out, which is also currently being undertaken by the Gill
lab. Altogether, this makes pursuing this line of research difficult to separate specific
satiety quiescence signals from what might be a general avoidance response to a
potentially noxious or harsh stimulus.

A few experiments that could begin to outline the interactions between these two
signaling groups would be to test worms with enhanced and suppressed quiescence, egl-
4(gf) and egl-4(lf) respectively, both fasted-refed and nonfasted with the inhibitor. If
AM251 does not further enhance roaming in egl-4(lf) worms and does not suppress
quiescence in egl-4(gf) worms, then NAE signaling could potentially be placed upstream
of egl-4. If this is the case, it is a very good starting point because Dr. Gill’s lab is
investigating NAE signaling interacting with the daf-2 pathway, which is upstream of egl-
4. If this is not the case, if egl-4(lf) worms show increased roaming and egl-4(gf) worms
show decreased quiescence it could mean that endocannabinoid signaling is acting parallel
or downstream of egl-4 affecting locomotion or that some quality of the drug is having a
general aversive response. This could be answered by exogenous treatment of NAEs,
which should have the opposite effect.

All together, we have developed a highly quantitative system to assay worm
behavioral state over extended periods of time. We have used this system to further
investigate satiety quiescence signaling, finding additional components and interactions of
the cGMP-TGFβ signaling axis as well as begin to investigate other candidate pathways.
We have established the ASI neuron as a major center of integration of nutritional
information, finding an additional level of regulation of TGFβ by cGMP as well as
showing EGL-4 conveying satiety signaling in the neuron. Further, we have shown that
ASI directly responds to the nutritional content of the worm’s environment by activating in
response to food. We then found that the TGFβ ligand synthesized in ASI acts by binding
its receptor on the RIM and RIC interneurons to convey satiety signaling. The work
presented here and the work that is currently ongoing helps us to better understand the
evolutionarily conserved genetic signaling that governs appetite control.
4. Materials and Methods

Strains and culture conditions

Worms were cultured and handled as described previously (112) with the following modifications: worms were routinely grown on NGMSR plates (105). All worms were maintained at 20 °C on E. coli strain HB101 unless indicated otherwise. The wild-type strain was C. elegans variant Bristol, strain N2. Mutant strains used were FK234 egl-4(ks62) IV, DA521 egl-4(ad450sd) IV, CB1372 daf-7(e1372ts) III, CB1393 daf-8(e1393ts) I, DR40 daf-1(m40ts) IV, KQ380 daf-1(m40ts) IV; ftEx205[ptdc-1::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRed], DA2316 daf-1(ad2316) IV, DA2318 daf-1(ad2316) IV; ftEx205[ptdc-1::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRed], DA2228 adEx2228[gpa-4p::egl-4CA rol-6p::GFP], DA2225 adEx2225[tax-4p::egl-4CA rol-6p::GFP], DA2233 egl-4(ks62) IV; adEx2233[gpa-4p::egl-4 rol-6::GFP], DA2145 egl-4(ks62) IV; adEx2145[tax-4::egl-4 rol-6::GFP], DA2221 daf-11(sa195ts) V; adEx2221[gpa-4p::daf-11 rol-6p::GFP], DA2258 daf-7(e1372ts) III; adEx2258[tax-4p::egl-4gf rol-6p::GFP], DA2258 daf-7(e1372ts) III; adEx2258[tax-4p::egl-4gf rol-6p::GFP], DA2313 tdc-1(ok914) II; daf-7(e1372ts) III, DR47 daf-11(m47) V, DA2318 daf-1(ad2316) IV; ftEx205[ptdc-1::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRED], DA2230 adEx2230[gpa-4p::egl-4(gf) rol-6p::GFP] KQ280 daf-1(m40ts) IV; ftEx98[pdaf-1::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRED], KQ324 daf-1(m40ts) IV; ftEx175[pB0280.7::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRED], KQ275 daf-1(m40ts) IV; ftEx93[pglr-1::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRED], KQ251 daf-1(m40ts) IV; ftEx69[pegl-3::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRED], KQ265 daf-1(m40ts) IV; ftEx83[posm-6::daf-1-gfp odr-1::dsRED], KQ315 daf-1(m40ts)
Locomotion analysis

5 ml LB was inoculated with a single colony of *E. coli* strain HB101 expressing mCherry and incubated shaking overnight at 37 °C. The culture was removed from the incubator and allowed to sit at room temperature overnight. The sample was centrifuged at 4,000 RPM for 3 minutes. After decanting the supernatant, the pellet was resuspended in the small residual amount of broth and transferred to a microcentrifuge tube. 40 µl of this suspension was twice serially diluted 1:1 with M9 (for a final 4× dilution). 5 µL of this suspension was pipetted onto a 35 mm NGMSR plate and allowed to dry completely.

Aztreonam was used to prepare low-quality food (39). Aztreonam prevents bacterial cell division, so that the bacteria turn into long snakes, which are difficult for the worm to swallow. Aztreonam-treated bacteria were prepared as above with one additional step. After shaking overnight at 37 °C, 1 ml of turbid LB was added to 4 ml fresh LB and aztreonam (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to a final concentration of 5 µg/ml. This was incubated overnight shaking at 37 °C, and then allowed to sit at room temperature overnight. For assays with aztreonam not incubated, bacteria were prepared the same as non-treated bacteria except for aztreonam being added to a final concentration of 5 µg/ml immediately before being centrifuged.
L4 worms were picked to a fresh NGMSR plate and given 8 hours to develop to young adult stage. Young adult worms (adults containing no eggs) were picked to individual 60 mm NGMSR plates without food and starved for 12-14 hours. A single starved worm was then transferred to an approximately 6 mm diameter spot of bacteria made by placing 5 µl bacterial culture on a plate, focused under the camera, and allowed to refeed for 3 hours. The microscope light was then turned on and video capture was started at 1 frame/second for 1 hour.

For non-fasted assays, worms were prepared identically except that young adults were transferred to a 60 mm NGMSR plate with food for 12-14 hours and worms were given 30 minutes on the assay plate to recover from being transferred, followed by taking a 30 minute video at 1 frame/second.

Initial worm recordings were performed using a Leica MZ6 microscope at 2.5× magnification with a 1.0× lens and a Retiga-4000R camera and Image Pro Plus 6.2. Locomotion videos were analyzed by Image Pro Plus software. Subsequent analyses using TOBO were recorded using Point Grey GRAS-14S5M-C digital cameras fitted with a Computar MLM3X-MP macro zoom lenses. Images were recorded using Point Grey’s freely available FlyCap2 software and worms were tracked using custom written program in MATLAB. A low pass filter was applied to each frame of the movie and the light/dark threshold was adjusted to find the outline of the worm. The center of mass was calculated at each time, reducing each recording to a series of \((t, x, y)\) points, which were the basis for all subsequent analyses.
A certain amount of motion is detected even from a completely stationary worm, as small fluctuations in measured brightness of border pixels cause them to vary above and below threshold. This noise motion places a limit on our ability to detect immobility and therefore quiescence. To quantify it, we recorded a worm immobilized with 30 µl of 1M sodium azide before transfer to the assay plate. The mean measured speed of an immobilized worm was 0.32 µm s\(^{-1}\), and the speed was below 1 µm s\(^{-1}\) 99.7% of the time. Apparent motion was biased along one direction, as expected, since most border pixels are farther from the center in the anterior/posterior direction than in the dorsal/ventral direction.

**Unbiased closed-loop fits**

Given guesses of the behavioral states, an HMM fit can be performed on a track and new estimates calculated as described above (an *open-loop fit*, Figure 25A). Instead of stopping there, however, one can feed these new estimates into a second HMM fit of the same track to obtain a third set of estimates, and so on. Under favorable conditions the estimates will eventually stop changing. We call this a *closed-loop fit* (Figure 25B). Some adjustments were necessary to achieve convergence in closed-loop fits. First, we do not use re-estimated transition probabilities, but constrain them to the form described above. Second, we do not allow the variance parameters to vary independently for the separate states, but instead calculate a single value for each of these as a weighted average of the estimates for the separate states.
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Figure 26. HMM fit scheme.

A. Open loop fit.

B. Closed loop fit.

C. Unbiased closed loop fit.
Because of the form of the distribution we assumed, this ensured that the ratios of emission probabilities were bounded. After convergence, we run the states through a single round of open-loop fit with these constraints relaxed so as to estimate transition probabilities and independent variance parameters for each state. We also did a single step of the Baum-Welch algorithm (113) for estimating the symbol probability matrix for an HMM with discrete emissions.

The closed-loop fit still requires initial guesses of state parameters to get started, and it is conceivable that these initial guesses might influence the states eventually discovered. In an unbiased closed-loop fit, initial guesses derived entirely from the data (Figure 25C). We began by fitting the data to a one-state model. In this case no initial guess is necessary, since the worm must be in the single state with probability 1 during the entire track. We then split the state into two, one identical to that derived from the one-state fit, and a second with slightly greater mean speed, and used these as the initial estimates for a two-state closed-loop fit. Although the fit began with two almost identical states, the slightly higher-speed state has higher probability during portions of the track when the worm is moving faster and the lower-speed state when the worm is moving slower. If there are coherent behavioral variations, the low and high-speed states will therefore take on different characteristics on parameter re-estimation, and during subsequent iterations they converge on different parts of the track. If the two-state fit converged, its higher-speed state was split in the same way to produce initial guesses for a three-state fit. Goodness of fit, measured by likelihood, tended to increase with more states: log-likelihood per point increased by 0.34 ± 0.20 (mean ± standard deviation; range
0.013 – 1.14, $p < 10^{-60}$, signed rank test) in going from one to two states, and $0.069 \pm 0.065$
(range -0.016 – 0.35, $p < 10^{-59}$). (In 18/363 cases likelihood decreased slightly in going
from two to three states. It is not surprising that likelihood decreased slightly in some
cases, since the unbiased parameter estimates (34,114), are not maximum likelihood
estimates. The equal variance constraint can also prevent achieving maximum likelihood.)
We didn’t try to continue past three states, since in most three-state fits there was at least
one in which the worm spent little time. The fit with the highest excess entropy was used
for further analysis.

Although we refer to these fits an “unbiased”, we recognize that this description is
relative. Any method of recognizing behavioral patterns will of course be biased by the
data collected. More subtly, to use the method it is necessary to reduce possible patterns of
behavior to numerical descriptions, as described above. There is no fixed recipe for
developing such a description scheme, and it determines what sort of patterns can be
recognized.

**Standard state descriptions and fits**

While unbiased closed-loop fits capture a lot of information about an individual
worm’s movement, they are difficult to compare to published results. We therefore
developed standard roaming, dwelling, and quiescence state descriptions that could be used
for fitting all tracks. While these standard state fits probably do not classify behavior as
accurately as unbiased fits, they have the advantage of describing behavior in familiar terms.

Based on past results, we identified pure plays—conditions under which a worm spends most of its time in one of the three states. These conditions were:

**Roaming**: well-fed wild-type worms on poor food, well-fed egl-4 loss-of-function mutant worms on poor and medium-quality food. Poor food is *E. coli* HB101 grown on aztreonam (39). Medium-quality is a mixture of aztreonam-treated and untreated. Poor food suppresses dwelling and quiescence, and egl-4 is necessary for both (20,29,38).

**Dwelling**: well-fed *ttx-3*, *tax-4*, and *daf-7* loss-of-function mutant worms on good food (*E. coli* HB101); *daf-7* loss-of-function mutant worms fasted for 12 hours, then refed for 3 hours on good food. Under our recording conditions well-fed worms show little quiescence on good food. *ttx-3* and *tax-4* are necessary for normal levels of roaming (29,39). *daf-7* worms have been reported to be defective in both roaming (39) and quiescence (20).

**Quiescence**: *egl-4* gain-of-function mutant worms fasted for 12 hours, then refed for 3 hours on good food (20,42).

Unfortunately, none of these is a perfect pure play. We therefore chose the most probable state from the unbiased closed-loop fit of each track as the basis for pure-play state descriptions. Two kinds of effects can be detected in standard state fits. First, a
treatment or genotype may affect the rate at which a worm switches between roaming, dwelling, and quiescence. Second, the treatment may affect the way a worm behaves when in a particular state. For instance, it has been suggested, and we confirmed, that roaming worms move faster on low-quality food (39)—this effect is in addition to the increase in the frequency of roaming. Interpretation of these fits is complicated by the fact that one effect can masquerade as the other. For instance, if in some genotypes dwelling worms behave in ways that are closer to quiescent worms, this may appear as an increase in the frequency of quiescence.

**Statistically typical tracks**

The short illustrative statistically typical segments in Figure 3 in were chosen as follows. First, the most probable states from unbiased closed-loop fits on which the corresponding standard state description was based (see above) were averaged to get the target state. Next, the state descriptions were standardized to have standard deviation 1, and that state and track that yielded a standardized description closest to the mean were chosen. Finally, the central 90 s from the longest segment within this track in which the probability of being in this state remained continuously at 99% was chosen.

A complete description of the calculations and parameters of the HMM is available in our paper ‘The Geometry of Locomotive Behavioral States in C. elegans’ Gallagher et al. (2013) (45).
Software

MATLAB and Mathematica scripts developed for this analysis are available at

http://elegans.som.vcu.edu/~leon/HMM.

Food Intake Assay

Food intake were measured as previously described (20). Briefly, for the ‘fasted and refed’ test, worms were fasted for 12 hours and refed for 3 or 6 hours to examine satiety quiescence. Once worms were found to be quiescent, the duration was measured for 10 worms then averaged. To measure food intake, mCherry-expressing *E. coli* strain HB101 was inoculated in LB and grown overnight at 37 °C, then seeded on 35 mm NGMSR agar plates and incubated overnight at 37 °C. Plates were stored at room temperature for at least one night. Worms were fasted and refed as described (20). After 3 hours of refeeding, worms were treated with 100 µl of 1 M sodium azide for their feeding status to be fixed. Worms were observed using a Zeiss Axio A2 Imager with a 10× objective lens. Images were acquired using Zeiss Axiovision software and fluorescence was quantified using ImageJ.

Calcium Imaging

All calcium imaging experiments were performed on an Olympus BX51 upright microscope with a long-working-distance 40× water immersion objective and a Photometrics Evolve 128 EM-CCD camera. Analysis of the imaging data was performed
with a custom Java-based program as in Suzuki et al. (115), with one region of interest placed on ASI and a second placed nearby to measure background.

Young adult worms expressing the transgene were picked and placed in a microfluidic device that restrains the worm with the tip of the head (where the ASI sensory neurons are located) in a stream that can be rapidly switched ((99), "the olfactory chip"). Images were recorded at 100 frames/second for 60 seconds. Each worm was recorded for a 15 second baseline, followed by exposure to stimulus for 15 seconds, 15 seconds no stimulus, and a second 15 second exposure to stimulus.

**DAF-7 Quantification**

Worms expressing *daf-7p::daf-7::mCherry* were prepared the same as for fasted-refed assays. HB101 was inoculated in LB and grown overnight at 37 °C, then seeded on 35 mm NGMSR agar plates and incubated overnight at 37 °C. Plates were stored at room temperature for at least one night. Worms were either fasted and refed or nonfasted as described above. For cGMP treatment, 8-Br-cGMP was added to plates to a final concentration of 1 mM and worms were placed on the plate with no food. After 3 hours of refeeding or cGMP treatment or 30 minutes of mock refeeding, worms were treated with 100 µl of 1 M sodium azide for their feeding status to be fixed. Worms were observed using a Zeiss Axio A2 Imager with a 63X objective lens. Images were acquired using Zeiss Axiovision software and fluorescence was quantified using ImageJ.
Body Size Measurement

L4 stage worms were picked to a new plate on a lawn of HB101 bacteria. Worms were picked under fluorescence to sort transgenic and nontransgenic worms. The worms were grown at 20 °C for 24 hours (day one adults) or 48 hours (day two adults). To measure body size, worms were transferred to a plate with no bacteria and imaged using a Zeiss Discovery V8 microscope and a Point Grey RoHS 1.4MP B&W Grasshopper 1394b Camera at 7.5 frames/second. The area of each worm was calculated using a custom written MATLAB program. The area of the worm in seven consecutive frames was calculated and the result averaged.

Statistics

All bar graphs denote mean ± SEM. Statistical tests were done using MatLab, Mathematica, and R programming tools.
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